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SIDEKICK Twist-Free Carabiner Retractable Keychain and Badge Reel That Holds Up to 5
Keys and ID Badge - Classic

MAIN GROUP

Näytä verkossa

Product Description

The Sidekick Retractable Keychain & Badge Reel is small but mighty and
capable of holding up to 5 keys and a badge, making the Sidekick one of
the top selling retractable badge reels among working professionals. Built
in the USA with globally sourced materials, the Sidekick has a strong
molded black polycarbonate case and a retractable cord made with

DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber. Attach your keys and badge to the twist-free end
fitting and secure the carabiner to your belt clip, work vest or backpack.
When you need your keys just pull them out, when your done let them go
and the built-in tether retracts back into place until you need them again.
When you're looking for an all-in-one everyday carry companion to secure
your keys and badge the Sidekick is your best option.

Features and Benefits

Lasts up to 10x longer and protected by a 1-Year warranty
Made in the USA with globally sourced materials.
KEY-BAK ECO-REELS produce 90% less waste than disposable reels,
keychains, and tethers
Standard Duty retraction force holds up to 4 oz. and has a 24" reach
Heavy Duty aramid fiber cord with an 80 lb. minimum breaking
strength
Twist-Free end fitting with split ring secures keys and an I.D. Badge
Zinc alloy carabiner conveniently clips onto belt loops, bags or
purses
Stainless Steel Spring in a 1-3/8” diameter black polycarbonate case
Backed by a Lifetime Service Policy
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Artikle nummer 0KB1-0A21

Maße (L x B x H) 35mm

Weight 46g

Material info Plastics and kevlar

Rostfreie Stahl No

Farge Black

Core lenght 60cm

Lebensmittelindustrie No

Bestellnummer 0KB1-0A21

Verpackungseinheit 1 in single unit box IP

EAN 0088056901823
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